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Candidates Court Gay Vote

D'Army· Bailey Endorsed by Gay Political Caucus
by John Stilwell

In its continuing effort to educate

and inform -the Gay community,
the Memphis Gay Coalition invited
the four major mayoral candidates
to speak at the September 19th
program meeting of the Coalition.

Ford and Higgs accepted
and Mayor Hackett declined. The
foremat was five minutes for each
candidate to e�plain their platform,
five prepared questions with each
Bailey,

candidate allowed two minutes to
answer and then questions from
the audience. The .format and pre
pared question� were sent to the

candidates prior to the meeting.
Otis Higgs was unable to attend
but sent Chris Fletcher, the Chair
person of Higgs' issues committee.
In his opening remarks, Fletcher
explained that Higgs' efforts were

the continuation of an eight year
campaign for the position of mayor

and also pointed out that in '79,

Higgs was the only candidate to re
spond to a request to speak to the
Coalition. (His manager, John Dice,
actually spoke to a small group of
Coalition members.)
According to Fletcher, Memphis
needs "a coalition of progressive
and positive thinking individuals"
and "the kind of leadership to dr;:tw
people together." He described the
current city government as "set up
for mainstream individuals and con
trolled by machines," and Otis Higgs
thinks it's time to "take back gov
ernment from the machines."'Flet

cher said Memphis has gotten a re

putation as a "devisive, backwater,
conservative, puritanical" city. In·
the next four years, Higgs plans to
bring 20,000 jobs to the city by
"selling"
Memphis'
natural re
sources: health/sciences, agribusi
ness and music/tourism. "We don't
need more maids, busboys and shoe
shine boys. What we need are jobs
people can make a living at."

Memphis AIDS Memphis
Formed
by Allen Cook
A coalition of Gay and straight

"AIDS is a problem that has the

Memphians have formed a new or

potential to affect all of us in one

ganization specifically designed to
provide �ducation and support dur
in the AIDS health crisis. Called
Memphis AIDS Memphis (MAM),
the group is planning a slate of
events in November which will in

way or another. Everyone, Gay or
straight, should have an interest in
solving this (medical) problem.'' she
said.
An advisory Board of Directors

for MAM is currently being solicited

clude informational seminars, fund

which will include members of the

raising events, a concert and a mem
orial candlelight service for AIDS

selected from medical, legislative,

victims.

religious and business areas.

Gay community, as well as members

According to Linda C. Ott, organ

Some of the money raised by

izer of the group, the purpose of the

MAM which is earmarked for re

organization is to show that a large,

search will probably remain in the

diverse group of people is concerned

Memphis area. The University of

with the AIDS crisis and that to

Tennessee Center for

gether, Gays and straights should

Sciences is

work to provide information, sup

extensive research into pneumocys
tis carinii, one of the major oppor

port and money to help eradicate
the

disease.

"Many of my close

friends are Gay and, as a person
who is at low risk, I feel that it is my
responsibility to do something about

this. We can't simply ignore some
thing because it does not affect us
directly.

the Health

currently engaging in

tunistic diseases affecting AIDS vic
tims. Research is also being done in
the area of lymph system and blood

disorders. UT is considered one of
the major research centers deal

ing

with the AIDS crisis. Although
continued on page 7

Mayoral candidates D'Army Bailey (1) and John Ford (r), listen as
Chris Fletcher, representing candidate Otis Higgs, responds to a ques
tion during a forum sponsored by the Memphis Gay Coalition. Photo
by Ric Sullivan.
Fletcher said that money current nized the need fol Blacks and
ly being· spent on police harassment Whites to work together in order
programs would be better spent on for the city to progress. He also
neighborhood watch programs. The recognized the need for jobs and

police need to make violent . crimes
a priority. A partnership between
the neighborhoods and the police

and a dialog, which doesn't current
ly exist, must be established.
In his turn, D'Army Bailey ad
dressed many of the same issues
that Fletcher had with many of the
same solutions. Bailey also recog-

has already proposed a bio-medical

research zone and a plan to recruit
manufacturers of medical equip
ment.
Bailey is also in favor of taking
police out of the precinct house
and putting them in the neighbor
hood where they should be recepcontinued on page 12
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Disease is Violence

The
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Editorials appearing in Gaze represent only the opinions of the
authors unless otherwise indicated.

outrage felt by many others : We
must somehow do something.
But in what contex t must we
act? Reasonable people demand

Something happened on September 1st that finally got the world's
attention. For Centuries, like millions of tiny annoying, tapping
fingers on the shoulders of the

the facts, reparation, contrition,re

earth, innocent people have died

Soviets have neither a long nor admirable record in these areas, rea-

·

tors. These are the only choices
Others want justice, reprisal, inflict- . currently available: occidental, oried pain. Still others hope for some- · ental or third world patriarchy. Or
liner were shot down by Soviet or- thing more lasting, something which perhaps capitalistic, communistic,
der, most of the world was vocally treats the disease and not merely or otheristic patriarchy. The ques
outraged. The cry everywhere was the symptoms.
tion ought not to be whether a
then and is now to do something.
The disease is violence. And it's
people wants a particular economic
Y.eu may be wondering by now like cancer: It exempts no nation-· :or moral system or legal system.

rate system of double standards are
joined unto death. They are the
marvel

·
·

·

why this topic is addressed in a
paper usually reserved for issues

ality; it has my riad fo rms; and if: The point is that in a nuclear age,
not fata l, it is at best painful. To. if we don't address the causes of
discover a prevention, and perhaps, violence, it won't matter whether

more locally focused. I address it
because we are as close to that

a cure,

event as to the nearest human being

causes.

in our hearts. I address it because
our struggle to obtain tl1at simple

one

must locate origins,

On the surface, violence appears
to result from anger. But anger is a
secondary emotion; anger is the re-

recognition of our humanity for
ourselves is no different from iden- · suit
of another, primary emotion.
tical attempts by individuals every- F
ear or h urt usually occur first;
where, regardless of the group to more accurately, hurt or fear of
hich they or we may &rbitrarily hurt. All of these come fr om inattach ourselves.
security. Now, dear reader, we are
down to the seemingly inescapable,
. ubiquitous, proverbial bottom line:
We are all, by virtue ( and I use that
term with reservation) of being hu-

------

man, insecure. We were designed
·that way, like having two legs and
_...;.:;;:;;::::=;�����_:::;;;;;:_....;·
occasionally a brain. It comes with

:,�-
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John StiiWI-AIIen Cook

Joel Tale

Scott Conell

Jeff Thompeon

When we seek, if we do, an end
to insecurity, we thereby seek the
end of patriarchy and all its support

systems. Patriarchy requires for its
existence, insecurity· in someone;
it requires the proverbial cat to
kick. The system and the individuals
who subscribe to it and perpetuate
it must have individuals and groups
who are, in imagination if not real-

�

�

·

Part of the answer may be within
the systems that developed out of a
need to deal with insecurity. Some

Pnlducllan • Qnplllc8:
Allen Cook CMrles Overfield
Cecil Mcleod
Cecil Mcleod
Matty Martin

tions-completed-prior-to
concep
tion dead, it will be too late to ask
any questions whatsoever.

·

Clifton 51. John
Ric Sullivan
JohnHouw
Pat Jones

Joe Calhoun

If we are all dead, ALL dead, world
with-a-definite-end dead, all-abor

·

right 1o edit ()( l'lject 8UCh rna1ellel
l. &acnplioiiS - • per
a- Ia publllhed
yo�.- to _. rn����ng COlla.
on 1IMt IUt F�
day of� � by 1IMt Memphla Gay Coelltlon.

Thoma Smith

we are Gay, straight, rich, commu
nistic, atheistic or purple polka-dot.

ity, inferior. (Inferior can be defmed
as many ways
the h�m� he�
includes pain, death, error, free will ,
.
1s
capable
of
bemg
unkind: mtell1joy, 1ove, peace and d"1vers1.ty. . . -gence, number of fu nc tiomng arms
S o now we are back to the first .
and legs, natural reso�ces, unnat':'question. What are we to do? If .
ral reso��· Izod shirts or Glona
anger and violence are the children
Vanderbilt jeans. The fact that the
of hurt and .a.ear
#
and the grand chil- .
jeans fade al ong With the g1ory of
dre n o f msecun
.
"ty, h ow d o we stop
everyth"
· not a sub"�ect
. mg e1se 1s
1· nhen· ting and bequeath"mg traits
1t on.ty1ong by anyone bellevm
· g
d
we
. te
wh.1 ch m
· a nuc1ear age will e1.rmma
that somehow these th.mgs make for
inh en•tance altogetl1er.?
supenon
or secun.ty.

the territory; one whose landscape

of the answers are there because
those same systems now rely for

Rick..==

their very existence on the perpetuation of the problems they were
intended to solve. (Patriarchy, mill-

Adwlltlllllg ...ii...lall:
111011454-1411
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tarism, nationalism and human hier-

....... AdMIIIIIIog:

·

archies in general are the systems
in questiop.) If we can generously

assume that these systems were originally intended -to protect persons or

New

·groups lacking the wherewithall to
.
Dla1rtbuled In � Lll11e Rock, and Nallwtl.le Mlclo fttmedbySou1hemGayAn:h'-.BocaRaton,FJ,a-Box3038 protect themse1ves, one must 1OglMemphle, TN 38173-(]038.
cally �k, frqDJ. �hom are they to
.
be
protected? The answer, of
2�az�ctober, 1983
�

•

face of the

elaborate patriarchy and its elabo

pect history to support their hopes.

to you?
When 269 people in a civilian air-

on the

earth. Through this inscription, an

teet myself from my protectors. If
outside, I must protect myself fr om
those who wish to be my protec-.

sonable people shouldn't long ex-

knowledged. (Hello, is anyone home? Does my life mean nothing

monuments

outside my own patriarchy or with
in it. If in it, I must somehow pro

sponsible behavior. Given that the

asking that their humanity be ac-

engraved in stone on all national

course, is circular. One must be
protected
from
someone more
powerful who is bent on using that
power to control, own or destroy
another life. That person is either

And I address it out of the same

'�.

And when I accuse patriarchy of
being the culprit, I am not neces

indicting men alone. Women

sarily indicting men alone. Women

of intellectual Olympics,

these Siamese twins of mental
gymnastics. How they can do what
they do on the single balance beam
in an individual's head is beyond
comprehension. Yet there they go,
shoulder

_

joined

to

shoulder

(or

more appropriately, spine to spine,
Janus-like tumbling down the beam
to the tune of "Do as I say, not as
I do." The theme song of hypo

crites everywhere. The song, like

any senseless but catchy tune, that
plays

unrequested in everyone's

head. EVERYONE'S head. We are
none of us exempt unless we suc
ceed.
So when violence occurs in some
other part of the world in which we
had no role, we jump up screaming
"murderer." We forget, convenient
ly, that we send or sell rockets that
kill, bullets that kill, soldiers that

kill. We defend our own violence

for that very reason: being ours, it
is by definition, right and justified.
The murder of the 269 civilians
on the Korean airliner was horrible
and indefensible. All of the Soviet
attempts to justify themselves com
prise sufficient fertilizer to render
redundant any need to buy grain
.from us. But beyond that essential
point, beyond any innocence on
our leader's parts in this particular
incident, can we really view our
selves as innocent as a nation or as
individuals? On a scale of one to
ten for violence, duplicity and arro
gance, we might give the Russians
an 8.5 (remember Hitler?) and the
United

States

a 5,

maybe

a

4.

Would we not be in a better pos
ition to cast ratings and stones if we
were not on the scale at all?
After having wandered through
all this searching for an answer to
insecurity and insanity and intoler
ance and violence, I am at my own

are equally capable of wanting to
run other people's lives. Matriarchy,

end of every question. I can't come

boss,

solution.

to be done in the face of violence

assumption under which most of
the world now operates is that one
can control one's own life only by
controlling everyone else's ..

will and thereby prove our immor
tality ( or our ethics), then love and
non-violence are the only things

if the new boss is just like the old
would

be

no

up with a better answer for what is

than those offered by Ghandi and
Changing the sex of the person
Jesus. If the purpose of having evil
making the decision improves nothing if the decision is predicated . in the world is to define good, to
prove that we do indeed have free
on immoral assumptions. And the

This assumption may as ·well be·

wqrth living and dying and living
again for··

continued on page 14
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--BWMT. Conve�ti��:��
Reflects Concerns
_ . - _

..

Box303·8
United

Letters to th""e editor should be � _
short as poss{ ble and must be s;gned.
Names will be withheld by request
but anonymous letters will not be
printed. "Box 3038" is a letters-t'?
the-editor column and is a publ&c
forum for readers to express the1·r
opinions. Gaze takes no respons�bility for the views expressed. Mall
letters to Gaze, Box 3038, Memphis,
TN 38173-0038.
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Thanks

it's

for

Liz

totally

the

This letter was originall:>' sen t to the
Memphis Gay Switch board. As part
of the Memphis Gay Coalition, we
cannot release the names of our
mem bers. We are pu blishing your
letter in hopes that some of our
readers will help you out. -Ed.

ng ·

support.

Bradbury,

Coordinator
an c
1 47
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r
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it�s becau
"
how 'beii, set
Gaze

Methodist Church to

acknowledge the civil rights of ho

,

bo<J.Y copy
a �di'tion�;

...

18,

e

the last coupl�
composer.
qf years� Jhe copy lias. �eli typed <>,�

IBM

&� �e
%�phiCil}y

I am a Methodist Lay Leader very
United

Omi.ngt

re

heading a campaign to encourage

; the

·

;;o

apd.ft\�:�h .
. �e

economical, (constde

·

hosted by the Columbus Associa-

tion of Black arid White Men To

racial and cultural barriers

can

be

overcome and the goal of human

equality realized. IABWMT engages
in

educational,

of

dealing

political and cui

tural and social activities as a means
with

racism,

sexism,

homophobia and other inequities in

our communities.

During the past year IABWMT

has made its presence known at a

national level and has challenged

the National Gay Task Force, the
Gay

Rights

National Lobby, the

Gay Press Association and the N a

tional Association of Business Coun
cils and others to address the ques
tion of racism within the Gay com

art' also held a series of meetings

munity. lA Co-chair, Charles Stew

gressional Black Ca�cus seeking fur
The speakers at the convention

reflected

your organization is concerned with

the

variety

of

national

concerns of BWMT. Barbara Smith,

could you help me?

a noted Black Lesbian feminist

To continue the pressure, I need the

'·

1 author and educator, addressed t?e

names and addresses of Methodists

group in a moving talk. Ms. Smith

(both lay and clergy). If you do not

1 proclaims that "we must not remain

want to release such names, or if

invisible, we were there in 1963

you do not have a church classifica

and

tion please refer this letter to your

we

are

still here in 1983."

She went on to say, "Being differ

to

write me.

International Con

vention, August 16-21 at Ohio State

ther support for Gay rights issues.

vice than they give them now. Sinc.e

me�bers, and ask Methodists

Together

with Julian Dixon, Chair of the Con-

.··

mosexuals more than the lip ser

this subject,

third

Men

·

·

k

wonderful.

its

White

If University. The convention was

�� �!����;� ::!: �; newspll .�Iffq . . .,y�\1 !;�....f-"
ing abof.tt a sliglitly new'look �
i

held

and

·

at the Jamestown

New York, not the Southeast, but
otherwise

P.O.

Black

copy of their letters. If anybody
gether and the Midwest Regional
wants help in composing a letter,
Network for BWMT.
I will be glad to write his or hei
The International Association of
ideas.
Black and White Men Together
Richard c Dunham
(IABWMT) is a Gay interrac·ial or3527 E. Center St
.
ganization committed to fostenng
Conneaut, OH 44039
supportive environments wherein

(New York) Artisan Center. How
s

The International Association of

your members want to write him di-

September) about my program in

e

submitted by BWMT /Memphis

rect, please have them send me a

ticle in your paper ( Vol. 4, No.9 -

.
I
mce.

Reporter,

ent can be our pain and can also

be

This campaign will consist of the

our

crowd

deluge of letters to the editor of the

object

burst

of pride,"

into

a

as

thunder

the
of

applause, she asked the question,

"What do we do to make it impos
sible for us to be ignored?" She con-

I'M YOUR HOST,JA88ERJN'Jl._,
JEWEU. OURGUEST TODAY
CLAIMS TWE DlSnNCTIOtJ OF
BEING OUR NATIONAl !UU>
•

WE.LL1 I'M ONTO YOUR GAM�
YOU PEMRI/ IT'S OBVIOUS

YOU SAY YOU'RE ON THE

ENDAN6ERED l.IST. YOU
CLAIM TO GET SHOT AT
quiTE OFTEN
•

•

YOU'RE A PHONEY. YOU'RE

•

-------

TOO OFTEN

• ••

AND R&\LL'<
WITHOUi ANY
PROVOCATIOW
•

/

- --

-

-

·

Box 221076, Dallas, TX 75222.

Hey thanks for putting the ar

woodworking

Methodist

.

JUST ANOTHEROIICJCEN HAWK
IN DRAG-!

to
eluded by encouraging people
either
,
known
ce
presen
their
make

as individuals or as a group.
Dr. John E. Hopper, Profess�r of
immunology at the U. of Chicago

Medical School, addressed the gro�p
and answered questions dealing With
AIDS .. Many of the questions have
yet to be answered in spite of
.
continued research.He tried to sep

arate some fact from fiction in the
misinformation about AIDS and

asked people to evaluate their sex

habits.

Keynote speaker was Virginia
Apuzzo, Executive Director of the
National Gay Task Force and the

NGTF Fund for Human Dignity,

Inc. In a moving address, she ex

pressed how important it is. for a

group such as BWMT to exist."The

forces that be

are

gether,

may

afraid for you to

learn to talk together, to love to
you

have

to

work

together." She went on to say how

we
a

need

wide

to

range

draw
of

support from

special

interest

groups and continue to make our
selves ever-present.

IABWMT is the fastest growing

Gay �rganization in the nation with
26 chapters, the newest of which is
in Little Rock.The concention drew
members from across the country as

well

ment

as

England

from

and

encourage

BWMT /Brazil.

The Memphis chapter of BWMT

was well represented at the conve n
tion, with five members from the

chapter present. Joe Calhoun and

Irwin Rothenberg received awards

for personal achievement. The new
officers

appointed Rothenberg as

Chair of the newly formed Com
mittee

of

Health

Concerns

and

Calhoun was appointed as Co-chair
of the Outreach Committee. Both

will

be representing BWMT on the

n.ational level.
The

local

chapter

sponsors

a

variety of events each month. For

more information on BWMT I Mem

phis call 274-05.32 or 276-4160.

THf! ��OPHO&IC.
('UEAP SHOTS

A�E THE MOSI
ENDANGE£lNG
OF ALL/

sons, a

National
.,

,�

-·

guarantee

that

workers

shall

be

judged on the merits of their work

com

months after giving blood. Although
and not by irrelevant criteria of
the anti-hemophilic plasma is dra
what they do in their private lives,
"T
from
a pool of _donors, the Red
union
The resolution requires the
to protest any personnel actions a- Cross was able to identify which
gainst v:orkers taken" merely on the vials might have been co�taminate .
None of the 5,992 vials was diS
basis of sexual orientation." The
t
uted in the mid-South area.
rib
union now officially supports the

plaints from people with AIDS and
Gay men in general who are per
ceived as AIDS-carriers. The com

�

plaints have centered mostly on em
plyment situations, including ter

minations, refusals to hire, or re

strictions on the activities of certain

employees.

enactment of federal, state and local

The lawyers involved with these

legislation guaranteeing civil rights

discrimination

comodations, credit and public ser-

Miami ( TWN)- Florida physicians
vices without regard to sexual ori- · are now required to report any cases

should report such acts immediately

to a local Gay/Lesbian legal service

·

entation.

and to any availabl� local or state

ject, Los Angeles.
Gay

and

Lesbian

Advocates

and Defenders, Boston
·

·

Lesbian

Rights

Francisco

Lambda Legal

diseases and conditions that

must be reported to the state via

The sic groups that should be

crimination are:
ACLU Lesbian/Gay Rights Pro

of AIDS. AIDS was added to the 60-

odd

human rights agency.
·

Florida Physicians Report AIDS

L."l employment, housing, public ac-

groups stressed that all people faced

contacted about AIDS-related dis-

precautionary measure was consi
dered "in the best interest of in
suring a safe blood supply," said
a spokesperson for the organization .
The donor in question died 10

the responsibility of trade unions to

fense funds announce that they
have been receiving an
increased

of

Washington·(The Weekly News)The American Red Cross announced
it recalled almost 6,000 units of
plasma for hemophiliacs because one
of the donors died of AIDS. The

newest and one of the most famous

Falwell Wants Quarantine of Gays
"In Texas, federal agents are even
now threatening to quarantine cattle
suffering from brucellosis in order
to prevent a possible epidemic a
mong cattle... And yet, AIDS, the

Project, San· number one cause of death among
hemophiliacs, has not received the
Defense and same radical and immediate treat

county

health

departments,

said

Spencer Lieb, a state epidemiologist.
To better prepare private physi
cians, the state mailed out 18 infor
mative, qu�tion-and-answer kits to
its �8,000 practitioners.

Garment Workers Favor Gay Rights

of the International

Ladies G�ent Workers

Union

(ILGWU) in Los Angeles recently,
the union ·unanimously adopted a
Gay rights resolution, becoming the

(Lesbian News)-A national mu

seum devoted entirely to women�s

will have to proceed to the pitiless
isolation of incurably diseased per-

Merilpbis Psychotherapy

·
::

.

Center

Union Avenue, Suite 808

lndtvtduals,

lesbian Expelled from ROTC

(Lesbian News)-- A Lesbian who
was expelled from ROTC has taken
the DEpt. of Defense to Court. Sgt.

Diane Matthews, who earned two

medals for exemplary service in the
Army prior to being "disenrolled"
from the ROTC at the U. of Maine

in 1981, is charging that the army
officials have violated her rights to
free speech and privacy. Matthews is

demanding that the Army reinstate

her

and

eliminate the regulation

barring Gay and Lesbian soldiers

from talking about their sexual or
ientation.
Matthews is challenging a military

regulation which concerns itself with

"homosexual propensity" not ho

mosexual conduct, so if she wins the
suit, the victory will be a relatively
narrow one.

memon1s aau SWitchboard
728-IAYY
!

.

Couples, Groups
for

.

in such aJaS as

An

memphis

I,

lntetr1cial G1y People's Orpaiution .
·

...
.,.

• � �· • dari(ytng persoaa[
values aDd ... . Solvtug· coOfttcta
• � adf
-Uoderstandhlg .
Foe Further inf'onaatioD call 7�1284

4-Gue-October, 1983
·•·

.

. OtTerlng Persooal Growth Counselmg

-

�·

stead.

BWMT

· "To proceed against the further

spreading of venereal disease. one

.

. 1835

paintings and sculptures the nucleus
a new museum collection in

of

Hitler wrote the following in his

book Mein Kampf in 1927 .

_ ....
.

�

"Women Artists: 1 550-1950" at the
Los Angeles Museum of Art in 1976,
encouraged Holliday to make her

...Which Sounds Familiar

(Lam bda Lou isville)�- At the 38th

convention

or institution. But Dr. Ann Suther
land Harris, art historian and co
curator of the landmark exhibition

Women's Art Museum to Open

ment from governmental agencies."
ait is scheduled to open in Washing
Falwell noted that it was un
ton, D.C., possibly as early !IS 1985.
cates, San Francisco
likely that the government· would
The
Nafional
Museum
for
Texas Human Rights Founda take
up his
suggestion because
Women's .Art wi!l be located in an
ti<?n, Houston.
"homosexuals constitute a voting
impressive 1907 Renaissance Revival
bloc and cows do not.,
building only two blocks from the

education Fund, New York
National Gay Rights �dvo

White House, close to the National
Museum of American Art and 1the
National Portrait Gallery.
helmina Holliday, has collected
works by women artists for the
last 20 years and planned to donate
her extensive collection to a school

Red Cross Re.;alls Blood
-

tern states region, noted that "It is

Gay public law groups and legal de

with this kind

not fail to appear."

., . •• 11.ft .. "'

tional director of the ILGWU's wes-

(Lesbian News)- Six Lesbian and

discrimination

posterity. One can mock nature for
a certain time, but the revenge will

unions to endor se ti1e idea.
F'rank Monti, political and educa

Discrimination Complaints Wanted

of

-

stricken with it, but a blessing for
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barbaric measure for one

who was unf ortunate enough to be
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Trash Day,

1983

Studds' Comeback

South Dennis, MA (The Wash
ington Blade)- As readers of The
Washington Post and other main
stream dailies may already know
Rep. Gerry Studds received his first
less-than ent.lmsiastic welcome from
constituents here. What the Post
and others did not mention is that
Studds, out only a month, may al
l'eady have developed the best onc
li."le comeback to those who enjoy
waving the Bible in front of Gays.
Confronted by one such person,
who wanted to know how Studds
could "look [him] in the eye"
knowing that Leviticus plainly says
it is an abomination for a man to lie
with another man, Studds showed
that humor is often the best weapon
against bigots.
"You better sit down, because
you're not going to like what I have
say," Studds replied, according to a
person at the meeting. "I don't
think people who live on the Cape
should quote Leviticus carelessly.
After all, that's the book that also
says people shouldn't eat shellfish."
Fishing is a major industry in
Studds' district, which includes all
of Cape Cod, and the audience roar
ed with laughter.

Submitted by 'I'SARUS
WHERE can you meet new and
interesting people; be entertained
all afternoon; enjoy booze, bodies,
and burgeJ;S, and not even leave
town? Why, Trash Day III, spon
sored by TSARUS October, 14, 1983,
12 noon at the Psych Out II. There
you can have all the above for the
modest price of $10.00.
Trash Day, a Memphis tradition
for the past 3 years, was started to
give the local people the feel of a
club "run.'' The day will start off
with an eyeopener cocktail partly
and an ole fashioned cook-out.
Next will he £eople Events; a chance
for everyone to compete for prizes
and trophies. Of course, there will
always be time during the day for
meeting new friends .:md visiting old
ones.
Trash Day gives our local people
:a chance to know TSAR US and<Blso
to get insight into what the club
scene is about. It lets TSARUS show
that brotherhood is the key word in
all clubs. Everyone at Trash Day
will see that a cook-out can be fun
in Levi/Leather or in T-shirts and
San Diego Women Donate
shorts; which ever you prefer. Trash
Day will give the feel of a full run at . Blood for Men
little cost.
(Update)- Some 170 women
To make sure this will all be a checked in at the
San Diego Blood
fun filled 'Club' weekend, TSARUS Bank in
July to participate in the
will have a club night at Jackie's, "Blood
Sisters" blood drive, cam
Saturday, October 13, at 9 PM. paign
by the Women's Caucus of the
{>You e&n register for Trash Day at
San Diego Democratic Club to re
Club Night.)
place blood donations lost from
Gay men due to the AIDS health
Men's Music Conference Set
crisis. In all, 145 women gave blood
Milwaukee, Wis.- People who that weekend.
feel that many of the Gay commun
The blood drive creates a blood
ity's needs are not being met in mass · bank account in the name
of the
· art forms will gather in Milwaukee San Diego Democratic
Club. Any
Oct. 21-23 for the first North one needing blood can contact
the
American Men's Music Conference. club
and arrange to draw on the
The conference, staged by Billygoat accoun
t.
Productions, will focus on tech·
niques and encourage development
of Gay production companies
throughout the nation. Registration
fee is $35 . For more Information,
write: Billygoat Productions, Box
11725, Milwaukee, Wis. 532 1 1 .
·

For the second time since April,
a man has been accused of assault
on a Gay man who picked him up
at a local bar.
Jerrad Blake
was accused of
assaulting a man in his home after
they met at J-Wag's. The man alle
gedly beat his victim, extorted $100
from him, cut him with a knife in
the scuffle, stole some items, and
fled the apartment. He was later
apprehended on Madison, brought
back to the victim's apartment and
identified as the attacker.
The victim has requested that his
name be withheld, but he is known
in the Gay community as "Lily."
Blake was accused in April of a
similar attack by Ron Gough which
took place in the Skyline Apts. on
Poplar. That case was dismissed
when Gough left town and failed to
prosecute.
The victim contends that officers
conducting the investigation repeat
edly referred to hin1 as a "Faggot"
and indicated that, in general, those
conducting the investigation were
not only unsympathetic, but hostile
to the victim.
According to the victim, Blake
was arrested in possession of some
of his stolen property. Normally,
with such evidence, the state would
undertake prosecution on its own
volition. However, officers told the
victim that he would have to file a
formal complaint downtown. Offi
cers told him that if Blake's fin
gerprints were not on the knife
that he (the victim) would have to
take a lie detector test. He con
tends that officers insinuated that
he cut his own arm in an effort to
fake evidence. It was during this
part of the investigation that one
of the officers investigating referred
to the victiM. as a "f-ing faggot."
Police said that it would be hard
to prosecute such a case because the
wounds received by the victim were
not serious enough to be treated by
·

a physician. The victim is a surgi
cal nurse and treated himself. They
indicated that the case was "a little
sha-ky.-." Sgt. Joe Dunn, one of the
investigating officers said, "Not a
court in the world would prosecute
because you (the victim) are a
homosexual and because of the cir
cumstances. The victim protested
that his homosexuality had nothing
to do with the beating, the extor-.
tion or theft.
A call to Police Director John
Holt's office put the victim in touch
with a Mr. Graham, apparently Mr.
Holt's assistant. He quotes him as
saying, "It doesn't matter what he
did to you, no one can or will try
to do anything 'under the circum
stances.' " At one point, Graham,
who believing he was connected
with Sgt. Dunn, is quoted by the
victim as saying "Joe, you don' t
have to worry about this faggot.
I'll just tell him he'll have to get a
warrant. Joe ...Joe, did you hear
Ille?" When Graham was informed
that he was, in fact, spealdng with
the victim, the line went dead.
The victim contacted his own
lawyer with intention of filing suits
against both Blake and the Police
Department. He has also contacted
the ACLU of�Tennessee about the
treatment he received.
Katherine Hearne, Executive Di
rector of the ACLU of Tennessee
says, "This is exactly the kind of
case we need to hear about, We've
been hearing about a lot of this
(kind of treatment by the police)
lately. If the victim is willing to
prosecute, it .is the sort of case we
will undertake." The victim met
with Bill Johnson, Associate Direc
tor of the ACLU Memphis office for
several hours to talk about his treat
men by the Police Department.
"I can't believe that they treated
me in this way.. After all, I was the
victim," he said.

ME:MPH-IS
CE:NTE:RFOR
llE:PRODUCTI\JE:
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1462 Poplar at McNeil

AIDS HOTLINE
1-800-342-AIDS
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Memphi1, Te_nnee.ee 38104
(901). 274-3660
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The book does not preach. It
presents facts, as they are currently
kno
T -�d .. � vo�t(;:� ri.ndt� f u�
makfug chmces oased on ilie available facts.
The mood of the book e.nd the
intent of the authors is perhaps
best expressed 41 their belief that,
"The disease is our enemy, not the
people who are struck by it.,
The AIDS Fact Book, by Ken
Mayer, M.D., and Hank Pizer is
available from Bantam Books, 666
Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10103
for $3.95.

Books
AIDS Fact Book

Toothpick House
A .Re-alistic Love Story

When you've read Gaze, pass it on
to a friend. Then send us your com
ments and letters: Gaze, Box 3038,
Memphis, TN 38173-0038

MEN 01' LEJITHEB
1474 Madison
(located in the rear of Jadde's)

, .
.
�,.. .

Cuitom·m•d•
belts•Ch•ps
J•ckets•Yests•H•rnesses•
Vlrlstb•nds•SIIrits• C•ps •
Luther jock Strllps•G-Sbll··
T·Shlrts•Westem Shlrts•Boot.;
Stnlpi• ...... ....... Etc.

-- FIWM.' P.M.-Z A.M.

ing.
Annie first sees Victoria in a bar
with two of Vicky's feminist Yale
classmates who have decided the po- ·
litically correct thir1g to do is be
come Lesbians. She notices Victoria
because she is so obviously uncom
fortable and out of place in the bar
setting, yet Annie is strongly attrac
ted to her. After working up her
courage for quite some time, Annie
invites Victoria to dance. Victoria is
overwhelmed at her feelings for

.•

fl

MAM Formed·conttnued
few AIDS cases have been reported
in the immediate area. tests are
routinely conducted on specimens
from potential and actual AIDS vic
tims here.
Other monies may be made avail
able through · various other local
groups whose purpose is infomration
and education. The Memphis Gay
Coalition, which began an AIDS
fund in June, has been asked to
prepare proposals for projects which
might be funded from MAM. An

tromP... 1

MGC spokesperson indicated that
while the MGC fund and MAM are
f"mancjally independent, 'the MGC
will be cooperating in efforts to
raise money for needed research and
services.
Among the events tentatively
scheduled for mid-November are:
•An informational seminar fea
turing nationally respected physi
cians to answer questions that mem
bers of the Gay community may
have.

•A day-long medical seminar for
the medical community to further
their education into the cause and
treatment of AIDS victims from
both a purely medical as well as a
psychological standpoint.
•Opportunities for Gay business
es to show support for AIDS re
search. .
•A day when the religious com
munity can show its support of both
tile" Gay community and the re
search being done to find a cure for

AIDS.
•A candlelight vigil for the vic
tims of AIDS
*an entertainment event (con
cert) ·for the entire Memphis com
munity which will benefit AIDS re
search featuring national caliber
.

talent.

<fienrge!pfnn clJnn
.

628-630 Madison Ave.

Singles - Doubles Suites - Executive Rooms
Health Spa W.Wty Nightly, Weekly, Monthly Rates
-

-

(901)

Newly Remodeled

Reservations

525-0725

IE MEMPHIS

CLUB
SOUTH

HEALTH CLUB FOR MEN ONLY

BUDDY NIGHT EVERY TUESDAY
Your Buddy gea a free locker when you buy •

828

room or •

locker

MADISON AVE. MEMPHIS1 TENNESSEE
(901] 525-2582

MEMPHIS ATHLETIC CLUB- A member of the Club Bath Chain
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HE TOOK THE CHANCE OF GETTING HEPATITIS B
AND LOST.
/

·: /.

·.·;_

NOW THE CONSEQUENCES ARE JUST BEGINNING.
CHRONIC ACTIVE HEPATITIS, CIRRHOSIS ... OR DEATH.
You undoubtedly know someone who's had it. The '1lad hepatitis"
that can keep you in bed for weeks and out of a job for months
that can cause lifelong disability and even death from cirrhosis or
cancer of the liver. Where do you get it? From people who have
become carriers of the virus. 'lbday, it is estimated that at least
·100,000 gay men are carriers of the hepatitis B virus and spread
the infection through intimate contact. That's the main reason

why more than half of all imY men will sooner or later become
infected.
How can you tell who's a carrier? You probably can't. Most
carriers seem to be perfectly healthy, and many are themselves
unaware that they harbor the virus.
Onceyou get hepatitis B. there's no �ific treatment for it. But
now there's somethingyou can do to help_protect yourself.

DON'T TAKE A CHANCECONTACT YOUR DOCTOR OR CUNIC AND ASK ABOUT THE HEPATITIS 8 VACCINE.·
It is highly effective in those who receive all three shots. Do it
today because you never know where or when you'll make contact
with a carrier.

If you'd like more information about hepatitis B and the
vaccine, call The American Liver Foundation at (201) 857-2626.

Studies showed that the vaccine protected against infection caused by hepatitis B
.
virus in 85% to 96% ofthoee who received the required three shots.
Hepatitis B virus is an important cause of viral hepatitis, a disease mainly of
the Jive� �ven mild fonns of this disease may lead to serious complications and
aftei.etteCt8, including liver cancer. There is no specific treatment for viral

In three studies involving 3,350 persons, the overall rate of adverse reactions
did not differ significantly in thoee given vaccine and those given placebo (an
inactive substance). lu with any vaccine, broad use often reveals rare adverse
reactions not observed during clinical trials.
Over 200,000 people are estimated to have received the vaccine since its
release, and the vaccine continues to be generally well tolerated. Hepatitis B has a
long incubation period, and unrecognized infection may already be present at the
time the vaccine is given. Thus, reported cases of hepatitis are to be expected and
do not appear to be caused by the vaccine. Reactions such as fever, nausea,
vomiting, headache, and local pain have occurred� Joint pain has been reported;
rash has been reported rarel)C Serious illnesses affecting the nervous system
includingGuillain-Barre syndrome-have been reported rarely, but no cause and
effect relationship has been established.

This mess&ge is brought to you as a public service by
The American Liver Foundation.

hepatitis.
�tion is recommended for persons who have a higher risk of becoming
infected with hepatitis B virus because of frequent, cloee contact with infected
people or exposure to body fluids from such people. It will not protect against
hepatitis caused by viruses other than hepatitis B virus.
Because of the long incubation period for hepatitis B, it is possible for
unrecognized infection to be present at the time the vaccine is given. The vaccine
may not prevent hepatitis B in such. pati�ts.
_.
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Bill and R"oger
Tie the Knot

by John Stilwell
On

1983

Saturday,

Coalition)

occasion,

September 10,

(coincidentally

anniversary

Adrienne
"Fontaine,

(?) the 4th

the

sun

beating

former

editor

of

Gaze, Bill

farmer,

Roger Green made

of potential for
an assemblage of

45 or 50
Coalition
members,
friends, associates, and loved ones
glowing or sweating in sweltenng
.

heat.
The ceremony was cQnducted bY
long-time friend, Coalition mem
ber, and
BWMT representative,

..

Irwin
Rothenberg,
who began
the ceremony with ''There is no
standard ceremony that ' is appli
cable to the bonding of two per
sons of the same
gender, and
with these two individuals, none
would be appropriate. " F'ollowing
this ''The Builder" was read by
Job
and Dale. . A very emotional
poem "Love Is Not All" was read
by Carole Taylor, and as threatened
she broke down mid-poem and
finished with much difficulty, ob
viously overcome by the serious
ness of the event and. her deep
emotional committment to Bill and.
Roger. Linda Ott read a poem by

�

read

of the commitment. As explained

their commitment to each other

as a symbol
others" before

Dahl

Boirai Pas De

over the two honorees.
Then came the pronouncement

Johnson and drought-stricken soy
bean

Na

cent Astor acted out Barter and
finished with a flourish of glitter

down· fiercely, Coalition co-founder
and

Patricia

Je

Ton Eau ( Fountain, I will not
drink of your water), and Vin

of the Memphis Gay

with

Rich, modified . for the

·

At the reception, the tables were

Bill and Roger and impressed every

Champagne flowe d freely and local

When questioned about future
plans, the newly weds, wearing
matching plaid shirts and blue jeans,
said immediate plans are business
as usual. Bill has his work at the
ACLU and Roger has a crop to get
in. Sometime in the distant future
they dream of opening a crafts shop
in . RainboW" Valley in the Ozarks,

resplendent with cake and ice cream.

dignitaries and just plain folk offer

earlier to a Gaze reporter by Roger
ed their congratulations to the newtwo promised "to always
the
ly committed couple.
communicate
your feelings and
The Lady Astor, rising to the oc
thoughts to each other" becau se
casion, was magnificent in a long
communication-.. is essential to a
white gown, veil, strawberry blond
relationship," Roger said: They .
hair and� oh yes, wings. (Obviously
promised "·�·to a!ways ,d!ink each
fairy ·drag). She had,· to leave earJy .
other's- leftover . wine.'·'·· �aUSe it�
. for. an ' evenmg perl'orirlahee- "With
is the bitterest of all and you have
just minor alterations to the fac�"
tu".:. be prepared to deal with the
and then an evenir.g of pubbc
worst times as well as the best of
times." According to Roger, "we
both feel our love is like a young
plant
that · must continually be
allowed to grtiw, hence our third
point of commitment." And finally, "we promise to always try to
give more than we receive and always be tolerant of others."
At this point the assemblage of

·

-

' wh'Eu·e they "h"Oileymooned.

appearances again, "with minor
alterations to the face."
Com-

menting oil the heat, the Lady
Astor said, "after performing in
'Old

Hash'

( without melting) I

could perform in the desert! "
The real scene-stealer, though,
was Roger's attractive, dark-haired
wholesome-looking, sister
Diane.
With her candid, straight forward,
and friendly manner, she
well-wishers lit multi-colored spark- open
lers (we were assured the group had etched out a place in the hearts of
special release from the law banning many and especially this reporter's.
fireworks, for the special occasion) . Dressed in a plaid blouse and red
and the fil:lal commitment and pro- skirt she moved easily and comfortably among the various friends , of
nouncement was made.
.

one with her friendliness.

·
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ashville
S able Starr Captures M iss
G ay Tennessee Title

Talking Heads and U-2.

Now the Hayes St. Club is gearing

One

up for the fourth annual Grand Em

and

held Wednesday evening, October

The Cabaret in N ashville is known
for its imaginative shows and pag
eants . On Wednesday, August 24,

asfuirishing

day,

regularly

Memphis.

perform

at George's in

Professional advice
all stock is
GREENHOUSE GROWN
Mon.-Sat. 10-5

10-Gaze-October, 1983

September
as

Order, The

the

establishment, "every day is Hallo

27, was another

ween if you want it to be! "
Cabaret Qwner Pat Blaylock for

club offered an

party will be just as "wild" as in

Clash, David ·

Bowie

ton (Duke's granddaughter).

--

relationships, hopes, ambitions, regrets, secrets, and hurts, we also
get the 1"dea that each one lS a kind
·

of Everywoman

•.•

and The Girl With a Date. The singing piano player-known only as The

.

Saloon Singer-serves as a kind of
modem-day

as

he

com-

through songs of his own.
The Saloon s·mger also 18 the lead·

er of the on-stage band, which consists of his piano along with a trum-

pet, a saxophone, a bass, and percussion. The ensemble is p artially
hidden by brickwall-type

sees that his place's 1983 Halloween

years past. Last year, 7 00 trick-or
treaters invaded the Cabaret- and,

says Pat, "they were dressed as
everything from Darth

Vader to

E.T. to a pair of dice! "

Sullivan Show," "Chico and the
,
Man," and "The Love Boat., Della
provides much of the humor in the
show, especially when she "dresses

up" and sings "Take Me For a Bug-

gy Ride" and "Kitchen Man," two

comical numbers loaded with dou
ble-entendres ! She is at her best,

however, when she delivers the pow

erful "Lover Man (Oh Where Can

You Be?)" and a heartbreaking ren-

dition of Bessie Smith's "Wasted
Life Blues."

The Girl With a Date is played by

Neva Small, 8: Broadway actress who

also has appeared on television commercials and as Chava, the third
daughter, in the

•

•

·

movie, " Fid-

a Date, Small does a fine job of

her character's long-

range, unhappy love life--not only

The interior of the "hotel" is sug- through the types of songs she
gested by a striking, multi-level set ·
divided into three room� Doors and sin�-but through her changing appearance and actions. ounng
·
the
transoms and Partial -11wAUIJ define
course
of Blues In the Ni"D·
,ht, The
w
The oman 8 room ( stage n"ght) G...••l ·oumeys· from the freshness and
J
WI"th. 1·ts vam· ty table 1llld chaise
mn
·
ocence of youth ( singm
.. g "I've
1ounge; The LadY 8 room ( center
Got a Date W1"th a· Dream" and
stage), complete with bed and overa Chance On Love") to the
flowing costume trunk; and The "Taking
dishevelment and disillusionment of
Girl's room (stage left), with its win- bitter experience ( "Willow Weep For
dow and chairs. The backdrop is a Me" and "Reckless Blues").
huge, bl� ghettoscape.
sexy role of The Woman of
The l.a?Y �rom the Road,_ an theThe
_
World
is essayed by CynthitJ
agmg ch onne, IS portrayed by smgWh ite, whose carere was launched
er/actreas Dellll Reese, who, since
the late 1960 's, hu recorded forty playing the lead role in the Tony
Award-winning Broadway musical,
albums and appeared on many telecontinued on page 12
vision programs, including "The Ed
•

·

1971

dler On the Roof." AF. The Girl With

scrims. demonstrating

also has· performed on

In The Nigh t tells the
story of the characters' lives not
through p.lot or dialogue, but
through costuming and choreogra(especially ) through the
Phv-and
J
songs that the players sing, a1one
and
. together. Those songs are the
marvelous immortal melodies of
Harold Arlen, Vemon Duke, Johnny
Mercer, Bessie Smith, and others-·
"Am I Blue," "Willow Weep For
Me," "I've Got a Right To Sing The
Blues," "Lush Life." "Low," "Baby
Doll," and the title song, to name a:
few
The actreues' costumes range
from lingerie and street clothes to
f()rmal-wear .and theatzical garb.
Choreography is by Mercedes Elling-

Chorus,

ments on the women's situations

cheap hotel" in late 1930's Chicago.
Like Ain't Misbehavin (in which

·

since

the Road. The Woman of the World,

ical story

tour), Blues

especially

their only names are The Lady From

ville--with veteran songstress Della
Reese as its star.
,ht
....
... In The Ni"D
Sheldon. Epps' Blu""
of three women
is the mus
and a (male) pianist who haunt "a

Della Reese

AF. we learn about the three prin-

cipal characters' specific histories,

overlooked somewhat.

Night-which last month be gan 1•ts
nationwide tour right here in Nash-

Foliage plants
Hanging baskets
Pots and soil

clares that, at the Franklin Road

the Gay

Broadway Comes to N ashville

cellent musical revue, Blues In The

. -,
.
"grow your own ...supp·ltes

to

The B-52's, Roman Holiday, The

One Tony-nominated musical deserving a long second look is the ex-

PLANTS-PLANTS-PLANTS

donated

The Crazy Cowboy cryptically de

All pro

turing the "dance-oriented rock"
music of Men Without Hats, New

Both Sable Starr and Evelyn Cooper

have been

South Highland

theme... while the management of

"Alternative · Dance Night," fea

lyn Cooper (Second Runner-up).

three other
markable Cats-the
nominees from The Great White Way

722

were

house,

all of the notoriety sur· rounding this year's Tony Awardwinning Broadway musical--the re-

·

costume party will have a Broadway

spoofed

who

very special evening at The Ware

With

Foliage

Sawyer of Juanita's announces that

Men's Health Crisis. :Finally, Tues

by Jeff Thompson

Greensong

the Capitol Boulevard nightspot's

ceeds

before the five judges and 500
spectators. Runriing Sable Starr an
extremely close second in the five

- 30% 0FF!

Patty Melt. The benefit show was
stolen, however, by the delightful

jig set to "Coke Is It! "

disappearing act which he performed

extravaganzas.

prize-giveaways on the 3 1st. John

The Buffalo Chips with a rousing

'

Halloween

AIDS Benefit Night, featuring per

Ware-Me-Outs,

Tennessee title . over the nine other

FALL SALE

October night

are planning costume parties and

formances by Flawless, Muffin and

helped Sable Starr win the Miss Gay

ner-up, followed by contestant Eve-

devilish

The Crazy Cowboy and Juanita's

Then, on Thursday, September 1,
The Warehouse staged a successful

own Sable Starr emerged the win
ner! One . of the factors which

hour long pageant was the Cabaret's
own Rita Ross, who utilized the
music of Diana Ross in his dazzling
act. Rita Ross was named First Run

that

binding

the Miss Gay Tennessee ceremony.

1983, the thirteenth annual Miss
Tennessee competition was
Gay
held at the Cabaret- and Memphis'

the

community 's

Over at The W arehouse 28, Incor Music City. Both the Warehouse 28
porated, the popular Miss Warehouse and Mother's Construction Com
pageant was held on the night before pany are planning elaborate, spell

by Jeff T�ompson

was

Gay

promises to be enchanting here in

26.

contestants

of the

most-loved holidays is Halloween

press of Tennessee pageant, to be

Hayes St.
Nashville, TN
1 71 1

3 7203
61 5- 320- 7082

(One ofTen

"I

I
\- I

Winner 
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B ailey E ndorsed

continued from page 1

tive and accountable to the citizenry. He thinks that ·"Hackett · is a

initiative to see that it is imple
me nted. "

up" and it's unfortunate that th e

is celebrated by Lesbians and Gay

young man with his priorities mixe d

Federal government had to step in

to make him (Hackett) aware of
citizen's constitutional rights. Bailey
said, "it was a mistake to get rid of

Chapman. We need c. civilian direc-

tor of police " because of the exist-

ant "buddy system ." Even the good
fear

cops

for

being

black-balled.

He also criticized Hackett's program

of entrapment which resulted in the

arrests of many Memphis citizens
without any prior police record.

recognizes

that tourists

and

businessmen like to have fun and
that we are not going to attract

these people with our current sanetimonious, holier-than-thou, puri-

tanical attitudes of city officials.
Bailey then directly addressed the

question of Gay rights saying that
everyone should "respect the right
to choice within the limits of the
law." Recalling a statement from
law school, he said, "your right to

swing your arm ends at the tip of
my nose. We oughta let everybody

swing their arms in this town."

Ford:

D 'Army, have you had

your five minutes yet? If you have,
it's time for you to sit down. "

Bailey : "Well, you wouldn't know

since you just got here.,
Ford, constan tly referring to him-

self in the third person, emphasized
h is accessibility and experience. Un- '

familiar

Bailey

with what was said by

an d Fletcher,

he did not

touch on any of the issues they
discussed but instead, concentrated
on his experience saying it would

take his opponents (Bailey and
Higgs) "two years to catch up with
me iri local politics and four years

to

catch up with me in state poll-

men as the anniversary of the begin

education and training to sensitize

ning of the Gay Rights Movement

ployees.

tion in Memphis?

Bailey : I would be willing to
make such a proclamation and if my
schedule permits, I would partici-

What is needed is an education pro

gram to change the attitudes
people.

Ford: "I would take it into con

sideration. If it had a good whole
some purpose, I would not interfere
because of my personal feelings. If

we did it for others, we'd do it for

you. If we didn't do it for others,

we wouldn't do it for you . "

We have, in the past few months

seen an in crease of harassment of
the local Gay community, both by
the police and the general population. We vie w this as large a problem

ment. " If I learn of an officer harasing or brutalizing citizens " rm
going to see to it that they go into
another profession rapidly. " The

.
•'

:t

·r
,,

'

court judge, Otis Higgs has always
been ·a champion of human rights.

Ford: "The state law is already
there. John Ford will take the

12-Gaze-Octo ber, 1983

Gay."

Fletcher: Yes. Gays would be ap

pointed to commissions and as ad
Regarding the crimes against na
ture statute which has been over
turned in several states, and which,

deed a force to be reckoned with.

Bailey is a young man and t.his is

NOT the last time he will be on a
ballot."

In response to Ford's emphasis

on experience, one Caucus member
said, "Ford had to start somewhere:
too, twelve years ago. With the guts,

the

liberal

Bailey

has

open-mindedness that

expressed,

I

think

I

could live with the mistakes and

mis-steps, Bailey might make as
he 'grows into a more successful
politician'. The courage Bailey dis

in Tennessee calls for five to fifteen
played in openly courting the Gay
years in prison, would you vocalize .
vote can only be compared to a
support to overturn this statute?
Gay person's 'coming out'. '
Bailey :

Yes. " I t i s unconstitu-

tional and should be overturned. "

Fletcher.: Yes. This is another a1r

tempt to legislate morality. "Laws
should protect and serve the people,

Broadway
continued from page

10

not oppress them. "

Hallelujah Ba by . Like Della Reese's

members of the Memphis Gay Poli-

man dwells on her past. White is at

The meeting concluded and the

Lady, Cynthia White's flashy Wo

tical Caucus called a meeting to dis- her best when her character "re
members" "Stomping At the Sa
cuss what they had heard ;

John Ford had managed to alienate the few members who were still
candidates.

•.

At that point, Ford said he had
to leave. His parting remarks urged

I

Fletcher: Yes. "As a criminal

very few families in this city who
are not touched by someone who is

Higgs can't be held to the promises
being covered up."
of an employee. Another member
Ford: "I have seen that kind of said, "Higgs seems to want our su
p
harassment and I know what it is all port but wants to remain at a dis
about. John Ford will not tolerate tance. N ot really 'touching' us. "
that."
Of the four mlijor mayoral candi-

which might include such services as
a wife abuse crisis center and shel-

- Bailey : Yes. "Gays are a positive
aspect of the community."

Bailey : Yes. "I believe there are

rated Currently, those things are

alternative community service center

in public accomodations:

.

that the Gay vote in Memphis is in

voy " (a song which she begins, un

characteristically, as a slow, bluesy

Fletcher presented Higgs ' position
mayor's policies and so it doesn 't well, in fact, one caucus member
second guess the c ommunity ' the remarked that "if Fletcher were
mayor or th e police director. "
running, I'd vote for him." Although
Fletcher: "That will not be tole- the positions expressed were go od ,

Then,
the prepared questions
were asked.

policy banning discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation in
hiring for city jobs, in housing and

Gay person to your staff?

openly

away' vote. If he gets a substantial

number of votes, it will establish

Benny Goodman dance number) . ...

gagementa."

As mayor, would you support a

you appoint an

win, a vote for him is not a 'throw

lament, and then gradually trans

J
,.

Would

or Ford as mayor is equally dis

vacillating among the three Black

civil service commission needs to be
reshaped so it is "in line with the

me your vote and start work to-morrow."

!I

Question from the audience :

of visors.

described

'

tasteful. Even if Bailey does not

that week as Gay Awareness Week

t&'lose present to support him. "Give

him as "shorkighted,
and pointed out that he "turns
down all significant speaking en-

employees to the special needs of

certain segments of society and to

or Gay Pride Week. How would you

According to one Caucus mem'

ber, "the thought of either Hackett

in many large cities.have proclaimed improve the attitudes of those em

feel about making such a procfama

urge the Gay community to support
him.

areas within existing facilities and

in the United States. Many mayors

tics."

In reference to Hackett, Ford

duplication of services.

What is needed is to have specialized

John Ford arrived a half-hour as racism. As mayor, what would
late, in the middle of Bailey's pre- you do to alleviate this situation?
Bailey : "I will not have harasssentation with the following exchange:

expensive

Each year , the third week of June

pate."
Fletcher: Higgs would not make
i
to
need
the
of
spoke
Bailey also
pay our teachers more and said he that proclamation but would "sup
was in favor of paramutuel betting. port the movement toward that. "
He

specialized clinics as it would be an

If elected would you lend support
establishment of an
to
the

ter, a rape crisis center

and

a Gay
and .Lesbian health clinic-community center?
Bailey : Those services need more
support. They are currently receiving less money than is spent to

operate the mayor's action line or
the mayor's office. "Appropriations
for Gay health would be an appro-priate use of municipal funds."
Fletcher:
Higgs supports Gay

health but doesn't see a need for

dates, D'Army �ey is the only
man who actively sought the Gay
vote. Prior to the campaign, as a
columnist, he supported the Gay
rights movement. He appeared on
the Gay Alternative and attended
a BWMT dinner. Although he regrets
any
support he may have lost
through his operi courting of the
Gay vote, he said on the Gay Alternative "you must make alliances
and partnerships and stand up ·for

whe.t you believe "in. We have to

pull all the elements of our commu•
nity together."
Bailey is the only candidate that
gave straight forward 'yes' and 'no'
answers to the questions. If elected,

he will have the toughest job of ful-

filling his promises but the generll
opinion of the Caucus is that he is a
man who can be trusted and they

forms into the familiar,

up-tempo

and when she "comments" on a
"Lush Life" (doing an expert job

of singing that difficult Billy Stray

horn tune).

The Saloon Singer is played by
Clem Moorman, a jazz musician who

is the real-life father of singer Melba

Moore !
Moorman's piano--playing
readily captures the right style need
ed for Blues In the Night; his singing
is reminiscent of Louis Armstrong's.
Moorman also serves as a capable

leader of the on-stage band, which
sounds good except for its conspicu
ous weak link, the not-quite-with-it
trumpet player.

An exciting moment during the
Tony-nominated musical is Della
Reese, Cynthia White, and Neva
Small 's dynamic, collaborative per
formance of the title song, Hlrold
/

Arlen's great "Blues In the Night."
It is one of inimy plusses which for
me assures Blues In the Night's stat

us as a �uring show not to be

miaed!

·

·

!.f::

The G ay Alternative 7 Years Old and Growing!

If you have listened recently, you
probably heard the tape of the his
Invisibility is one of the major tory of the Gay Pride Movement.. It
barriers that keep Lesbians and Gay was a · tape exchanged by IM�U
men from an equitable position called Lifeline. In the months ahead
within out society. This same invis- you '11 hear tapes of Rep. Gerry
ibility has kept us isolated from one Studd 's statement made on the

another. A step toward breaking floor of the House of Representa
'
that isolation and becoming a visible tives, Jerry Falwell s statement to
"
part of our society is a Gay radio the press about the "Gay Plague ,
program that began seven years ago. and Rita Mae Brown at the 1983
A few courageous individuals made . So:u theastern Conference of Le�
an essential s�p for all of us by barns and Gay men, , and .music
sstarting The Gay Alternative of �om the 1983 Women s Music Fe
tlval.
,
WEVL radio.
D'Army· Bailey, . a c�didate �or
The early program was special not
mayor, spent an hlStonc .ho� wtth
only because it was hosted by a Gay
us on The ay A l�ernatwe m Sep
person, but we actually heard music
· ·
·U:mber. He lS the fllSt pobtical
can
from Lesbian and GaY artists lnitdidate to appear on our program and
.
:
ially the show was mostly mu8lc but to open1Y state that he would promuch has changed since then
claim Gay Pride Week. H� � �d
Today The Gay Altemati� is an
�e woul� support a no?-dlSCnmma
integral part of the Gay community.
ordmance for Lesbians and Gay
tion
It reflects our Gay pride, our heightmen and W_?Uld support ope�y Gay
ened visibility; but most of all, it
continues to reach out to our diverse people as basons to the Lesbian and
young, old, blac k, Gay comm:uni�
comm1mity
As of thlS wnting, 4ohn Ford had
white inale female
agreed
to appear on The Gay Alter
Presented by the Memphis Gay Coalition
Th� pro�am has. continued to
Se
on
no
but
tember
did
25
tive
�
�
grow and develop over the years. na
'II:'.[
Today it is a mixture of music and do so nor did he call to cancel. Otis th
underwriting or to The Gay A lter
local, regional and national Gay and Higgs has �d to send a �ped
nal Gay news ser natiue for the news service and sent
statement
which
ved
not
has
arn
. vice could be btained for an addiLesbian news and even our own
to: The Gay Alternative, Bo:&4l 773
'
The Gay A lternative is broadcast tional 1 0-15
er week.
special brand or comedy. It keeps
$
Memphis,
TN 38174.
on Sundays at 3pm on WEVL-FM
our 1ocal commuruty mformed a- {90 a)
Does
anyone
have
a
burning
deYou
can
also use the same address
WEV
.
.
L iS a commuru•ty based
bout 1ocal porti
to volunteer your services. If you
i cal and soc ial events. radio station operated by volun- sire to �elp out? If so, you can
The all-volunteer staff of The Gay · teers. Donations can be made to the underwnte the program, sponsor the want to support the efforts of the
Alternative has grown from a dedi- radio station and are tax-deductible. Gay news or, if you .are out of Gay/Lesbian movement, please con
cated Gay man to a staff of six Underwiiting allows a business or in- funds, we need help with the ever sider contributing to, listening to,'
dividual to have his contribution growing correspondence. Donations and telling your friends about _ The
Lesbians and Gays.
n
New programming is plan ed for acknowledged as well as pay for the can be made directly to WEVL for Gay Alternative
the future. We are now trading tapes station's operat�g expenses. It costs
1 to underwnte one program for
of our program with other Gay/ $ 0
e Gay Alternative. The past sev
Th
Lesbian radio programs: Pink Trieral months have been unde�tten
angle of Denver' CO • IMRU (I am' by an anonymous Gay man (our
are you?· )
_?f Los �eles, and thanks go out to him ) and twice
Another V mce of Pontl8,c, MI. We more by D'Army Bailey's mayoral
welcome Jay and Larry, our newest campaign. The remainder of the
DJs and enjoy the comedy albuins time has been underwritten by the
Memphis Gay Coalition or one of
they b.av� shared with us.
The motion picture option for
the passionate relationships
all
May ·Sarton's novel, Mrs. Stevens
which have shaped her life and
Hears the Mermaids Singing, has
her . work. She realises that for
been acquired by Linda Thornburg
the interview to be meanin�
{Writer/Producer of Leap of Faith).
she must reveal that the Mwe,:the source of inspiration and···
Thornburg
and her . partner,
passion, for her ha! always been
Lynne Dimetrapp, have begun pre
a woman.
production of the feature f"llm,
·
For years, Sarton'� .WQrk . .has
which they plan to have in produc
guided and inlpired . •Jier readela,-:, .
tion by mid-1984.
bel� them to knoW:.... �t: _their · ·
Mr&. Stevens is the story of
Uves
are real and to be celeblated
Hilary Stevens, a poet in her
late 60's, . who is just coming encouraged them _:.�, _love ht' ·-;_�y
With �- .. release of
into some popularity though she
Mrs. Stevens -�� " •· a .m�r mo
has
been publishing successfully
tion picture, �_n·s work: ':carl
for nearly 50 years. She is waiting
:
.:
for interviewers from a major be brought to a mucb�··
·lrider
..,�'!"-':<;'···
·�
,•
by Pat and Angie

�

·

Goy Alterna tive

90 . 3
Sundays-3 P. M .

·

WEVL- FM

•.

.

•.•

�P�=::;

;

·

·

·

•

Mrs. Stevens

Pictur� Rights Acquired

-

·

·

�.

.

·

·

cspaeities.

li�rary magazine, who
will be
asking her to reveal the inspir
ation for her work. As she pre
pares, she
remembers her hus
band, her
mother-in-law,
her
parents, her governess, a doctor
a nurse, several women lovers-

·
audience.
...- ·
believe
Thornburg and �PP
that Mrs. SteveTUI ·Y ji a ·pq�-'·· ·
ful piece with the abilitY' to:�� :··, '·
•

.

•.
·

·

.

9z-.;� :· �· �:.y:
form lives.
That is why they have ch�i\::_�/!;
to produce it.
.

.,
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Ask the Duche ss

sleep alone.
. I am tired and lon�e. It is time
I am a member of Mississippi Gay I enjoyed the kind of people I
Alliance. I have met some·..:. black [woUld] like to spend a life time
TV's, but I just love white TV�s, with.
white drag queens, white bi-couples.
I am asking, begging you� Duch1 hope you � help me fm
" d a esa, to help me out. I need help
white bi-couple or white drag queen bad[ly ) . I am for real, not a cheap
in Memphis to share expenses and a person or person out to hurt some
long term relationship together.
body .Please help! HELP! HELP!
I need your help, Duchess. Please HELP ! I know these are hard times
help me. I am for real and serious. But if there is a chance, HELP!
you
hope
I am a sincere
clean person.
:;;J
DEAR DUCHESS
I believe I can live a better, reI have �n warding life in Memphis, Tenn. with
believe
in
infor
working.
me
I
give
can help me out and
working all my life.
my kind of people and help the
mation on someone to help me. ·
. I am really tired, bored, lone- Memphis Gay Community. I like
would
I
bi-male.
I am [a] black
like to be part of the Memphis Gay some, need of white TV's, TS 's, to use my talents
akilll I
drag queens or bi couple real [ly 1 learned through the yean to help
community some day.
bad . Someone to come home to others,
I would like to change my life
return, have plenty
town,
small
or white couple to come home to. of friends in Memphis. No man is an
[Wiry
from down here
Memphis.
Miisiuippi) . I lme to meet white I hope
, illand. Everybody has to have a few
bi-females
white bi-couples, friends who. understand
,
love
I
swinging
bi-couplea
TV's, TS'a,
a few
tired of sleep white TV's, white drag queens. I Ioven also, someone or two, to
also. I am lonely
love giving
[ ing) alone.
french, come home to and have friendJ to
frienda
some
have
k,
G
you
pl
y,
f
hope
69,
I
ore a
giving ree XXX- drop by
Memphis who would like for a black rated movies, and good swinging
Like I said, I am bored and lone
bi-male to stay with them, share time tOgether, and trult each other. some. I work moatly everyday or
Please help me, Duchess,
fm
" d- when I change shifts eftrY night. I
their life, share expenaea, to help me
ing
pay
to
frien
g
be
Memph
willin
I
3 6 go to Jackson, Miasisp
am
I
ds
is.
will
in
f"md a job there.
si pi, on my
Gay
ean
help
Memphis
Please
the
September.
old
in
y
my way and help
off day to a bar or visit a black TV
me. It is time for me [to) make a friend, but I love white drag queens
Coalition.
drink
but
sleep,
to
change.
I drink myself
and white bi-couples. Yours truly
I am not looking for pity. I don't ,Cecil.
beer-sometimes a little rum or gin
.
just [ as] long as I go to sleep. I want you [to] feel sorry for me... .
Deai Cecil, My heart truly goes
..------::=:�-...., out to you. No one deserves to be

·

•..

and

and

and, ·in

in

and

in

and

and

and receiving

•••

·

in

lonely unless he/she has brought it

·

ple well? On the first meeting are
you pleasant, or do you become
and

obnoxious?

Do

you take pride in your appe arance?

Do you respect yourself? Do you

start making your pians to move.

If any of my readers would like

to offer their services and support

to Cecil, please
Cecil's

write me. I have

permission

to help make
the contact with him. I have his
resume on file.
DEAR

DUCHESS :

I

want to

brag? Do you continually talk about

know how to fi'ld and keep a lover?

to the point of''putting-off" others?

guy at George's. We talked about

yourself and your accomplishments

I feel through your letters you are
lonely not because of your person

ality but because of the small town

First of all, I met this handsome

5 minutes and shook hands con

firming that we were friends. New,

every

time I see him, he comes

you live in; nonetheless, take time

over just to say hello and walks off.

Evidently, Jackson Miss. is close

for him. How can I make him stay

trips. A ·move to Jackson might not

him all over the place (George's)?

to examine yourself.

enough for you to make frequent
be as shocking to your system as a

move

tO Memphis would be. Are you

sure you want to up-root your life

In my heart, I have a strong feeling .

and , talk to me without following

I also want to show

for him. M.B.

him that I care

Dear M.B.: If I )lad a sure-fired
does have a great deal to offer, but . guarantee answer on how to fmd
there is still no guarantee your
and keep a lover, I would patent it
lonliness will stop once you get
and become the wealthiest Gay per
here.
son on earth. Unfortunately there
The Memphis Ga.y C oalition can i.� no set answer.
and move to Memphis? Memphis

$fie

always use a hard working, dedi
cated individual, and through or
ganizations such MGC many avenues
can be opened to individuals to
meet others with their own in·

tJF 1]1£ F.nendship. is not guaran� by
IIIAYF THIS FEAR THAT IF WE AI.J CAME OUT
r.rr 1 an mtroduct10n from a third per..�
CLOSET; THERE WOUJ.PNTBEAAIY REAL WOMG" J.,r4 son. It has been my experience the
L-------�-i--�---L�����--� ��
"

.

•
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majority of my truly

good friends

·

get

on himself. Have you examined
yourself closely? Do you meet peo

over-bearing

have been people I have either
introduced myself to or they have
introduced
themselves to me.
Jhiends, potential roommates, and
lovers are cultivated, not instantly
made. The only help I can give you is to
invite you to Memphis. Take a week
of your vacation, come to Memphis,
·check into a mid-town motel/hotel,
contact our orpnizationa, and visit
our bara. We have a few bars that
have drag shows: George's, Psych
Out II, and The French Connection.
Come to one of MGC'a meetings
which are held every first and thiid
Mondays 'of the month. Contact
Bladt
White M211 Tocether,
their meetings are h_!!ld onthe fourth
Monday of the month. Phoenix is an
organization I feel you should con
tact while in Memphis. It is a Gay
alcoholics
anonmymoua goup
which meets ev·ery Wednesday. You
may not be an alcoholic, but it
worries me that you drink younelf
to sleep every night. Once you
to Memphis call the Gay Switch
board (726-GAYY) for more de
tailed iDformatiDn on all the above
mentioned. After your wP.ek's stay
in Memphis and you've made your
initial contacts, if;· · you still feel
confortable about Memphis, then

I notice you live only four miles
south of my home town. I think
this may be one of the problems in
your particular situation. You are
from out-of-town, yet close enough
to make nequent trips to Memphis.
If he knows you are from out-of

town, he may feel that a "long

distance.,

,

not work.

relationship just would
continued on page 1 8

Shoot Out at the
P·. O. C o.r ral-

by James Stanley

really hit paydirt. The joint was
I don't particularly enjoy writing

a disclaimer, but here comes one
anyway. This article is supposed to

packed with women and I saw no
other man around. This isn't to say

that quite a few of the females

be semi-humorous or at least satir- present were much more macho
ical. No intent is made to offend any than the combined front four of the
reader. So, if you bother to read Pittsburg Steelers. Nevettheless, I
the entire piece, please don't allow

any jokes to offend you.

My first visit to the "Psych-Out"
lounge on Cleveland Avenue was

quite a memorable event. I was
taken there by two women in early

197 7. We supposedly went there to

dance and for me to have a good
time. These eseorts either truly des-

felt that I had died and gone to
heaven. Since I was the only man
present, and sin.ce most .. of the

women were no threat to Miss
America, I knew that this was my
night to score big. Someone was
bound to pick me up. The only way

by Jerry
Lawler's twin sister who pile drove
I

got

picked

up

was

pised me,,pr . else they thought it'd

my skull into the dance floor.
We managed to get a table and I

pett would say, I was "pitiful, just
pitiful." The women who took ..me

ho\1l1>. I had to sit alone and watch

I'd ever laid. eyes on approached me. order to enforce their 'hi> blood on
She 'asked me to dance, I recited a the dance floor" policy. I never re
few "Hail Marys" and proceeded to turned to this lovely establishment

ibogi"e"m-rtiit�"b"Qtti. efb!
: llhis� -EWithou� being...� mun -and --armed

the woman I'd been dreaming of for with a .357 Magnum.

years.

This experience was very educaAs I danced with great expecta- tional for me in several ways. I de
tions of ecstasy to come, I noticed cided _ not to believe anything anya Viking-type creature bounding one told me concerning a bar until
I had personally been there; : I · .
from the rest room. With tremendous horror, I realized that this tank learned not to invade foreign

was rolling toward me. This enraged
woman made Attila the Hun look

· thrf?·�;::r -·
and automatically expect to � we'
tt�:�- -<

corned . I became more receptive to ·•i!t.
"'-': -_-:
men because I realized how brutal

like Truman Capote. My dancing
partner backed away as the Barbar- women could be. I learned to say no
ian placed two furry paws around if a gorgeous person asks me to
my scrawny little throat. My life dance with·.;them. I learned why no
flashed before my eyes as my face men went to the "Psych-Out." Most
changed to an interesting shade of importantly, I learned what an ex
purple. She grun ted and groaned and cellent job my Guardian Angel was
huffed and puffed •and blew my face doing for me.
in with her horrendous breath . She
screamed,

"Why are you dancing

with my lover, punk? ! ! ! " I recall
begging God no.t· to allow me to die
in such a manner. No man wants to

signaled several times for the waitress. �ter three or four � ours of
tion.
be murdered by a psychopathic
.
At this time I had approximately . watch mg the wmtre ss avOid us, . I . dyke. This was no way for a creation
strolled over to the bar to obtam
two months experience with the
to meet his Creator.
our drinks. M atters got worse at the
"gay bar scene. " A trip to the old
Thanks to tremendous luck, assis
bar. I got laughed at. I got hassled. tance
"George's". would raise my blood
from the S.W.A .T. riot squad
pressure thirty points. My main con- I got angry. I got no drinks. Finally and the P .O . management; I escaped
my friends told the waitress that I
cern was whether our service was
with only a few broken bones. The
was their gay cousin from San Fran- P. .
being provided by a male or female.
O management only aided me in
-------------------------""'!"'..
cisco , and she politely::. served our rI could never tell. I was beyond
.
beer.
naive. As the philosopher Jed Clam-

just be funny to witn�ss my degra-

to the p .0 . were friends from the
"Front Page." Regarding this frog

pond, I was in amazement that three
guys would go together into a small
bathroom and not exit for thirty
minutes.

This

phenomenon

was

thrilling to my curiosity. My acceptance to party at the P.O. al-

most "killed the cat" of my curlosity in a terminal sense. I physically

survived, but my ego was perman-

ently damaged.

At this point I was firmly he terosexual. The only reason I wasn't a

I had

been hot to dance for

my two friends dance together for a
long time. Eventually, one of them

took me to the dance floor. The

song playing was popular and the
floor was jammed. -Thirty seconds

after I s tarted dancing, we were the

only couple on the floor. My friend
was embarassed and I was paranoid
at what happened next.

The patrons staged a joint protest

against my presence. Perhaps their
walking off the dance floor was a
protest against my very existence or
that of the male gender. In a few

virgin

minutes the floor was packed again

me. When I first bopped into the
"Psycho -Out" on this crowded Sat-

had by now gulped down several

was due to a couple of nymphomaniacs who had literally raped

VOTE
FOR

.J

D' ARMY BAILEY
FOR

MAYOR

and I calmed down. The fact that I

beers helped also. At this point, the
urday night, I thought that I had[ most be autiful and feminine woman

ymJ)d. _Televldeo
presents

Views
From : Ten Percent
O c tobe r 5

4:00 P.M.

Octobe r 20

7:30 P.M.

Octobe r 1 0
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_

4:30 P.M.

This month's program features ROBIN TYLER!
Qctot;>er, 1983-Gaze-15

. . ·� ..
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WRANGLER

On Wednesday, August 31, 1983,
.
we
met the famous Jack Wrangler,
.. , .
''-' :: ' who was in town for a special ap
pearance at George's. Sitting in the
brightly lit dressing area behind the
stage with disco music pounding in
the background, dressed in a red
plaid shirt, faded jeans, smoking
constantly, and sipping on a Long
Jsland tea, Jack talked to us for al
most an hour as we attempted to
answer the question "Who is Jack
Wrangler?"
Jack Stillman (his real name) is
the son of producer Robert Still man, who at one time was Stanley
Kramer's partner until they had a
terrible argument and split up. "I
· don't know what the argument was
about, "Jack said, "it happened
before I was born." Robert Stillman
is known for such movies as Cham- ·
· pion, Home of the - ·Brave, and
Americana. He was the Executive
Producer of Bonanza !or 14 years
and worked on Rawhidebefore its
demise. His mother was a Busby
Berkley girl, a successful model, and
1ihe original Chesterfield girl.
Growing up on Rode o Drive '
surrounded by "personalities," Jack
discovered that there were working
actors who went to school, took
lessons, etc. and personalities. He
decided, "I don't want to be a
. worl�ing actor. I want to be a star. I
_
wap.t to be a personality. Which is a
, '"__
- big\ . difference because whatever
. : ·- , ., role you're playing, you're still
·�-:;;� ; ;-that guy. So what happened to me
.,,,,-. '-is, l drank a lot of Scotch and my
voice got funny. I think that helped
me in the films and I lumbered a
lot. "
But what of his film career? How
did that come about? According to
. what we were told, rather than a
phenomenon, Jack Wrangler's career
a well-orchestrated,
was
well .
thought out, well execuwd plan.
The film industry itself has grown
jn 7 years from a time when only
foreign films were available, to gar<:).en hosing scenes (''Where they
would just set a bunch of cameras
up and say 'Oh, we've got two people who are kind of animals. Let's
put them together with socks, with
clocks on them and See what happens' ". to sophistocated movies with
plots done in professional studios.
These movies are shot in 3 versions:

out doing it. In a straight film you
might have as much as 20 minutes to
develop a character before you get
down to the action.
But the Gay films were first because it's ea8ier to get your name above the title. (e.g. Jack Wrangler
starring in ... ) Hut before breaking
into films a massive advertising blitz
was conducted by Wrangler's manager, Bob . Meyer, plastering the
name, Jack Wrangler, everywhere.
"If Jack Stillman invented Jack
Wrangler, then Bob Meyer shoved
him down everybody's throat."
Once established in Gay films as
a name and personality ; it was time
for Jack to move into straight films
and this was done via a cross-over
film, 2 China Sisters. And neither
one of them were Chinese. One was
a beach bunny from Santa Barbara .
and the other was from the Bronx
make-up was great.
their
but
The plot has the younger sister falling in love with Wrangler only to
discover that he's Gay, so ·both sisters seduce him and Viola! he's
straight and on to his next film,
Jack and Jill, with his name above
the title.

An interesting aside: Jack noted
that with advent of home video recorders, straight people tend to rent
films whereas Gay people tend to
buy them.
Embty-three feature films later
(not counting the short films), we've
established that Jack Wrangler is the
successful product of Jack Stillman
and Bob Meyer but who is the man
behind the product?
His politics are weak, at best.
"Making a big point about your
sexuality is fine if you're dealing
for a ·cause . . . ! always wonder about
hard X (full contact action films), ) a group that calls itself a political
soft X (you can have an erection · group and the only thing political
, but you can't put it anywhere) R- about them is their sexuality ... Gay
rated, no erection allowed.
pride is very important but putting
But back to the game plan. Na- your sexuality on your sleeve can be
tiotiwide, there are thousands of very personally detrimental and 1 ,
the�ters showing first run straight don't think anybody. really gives a
films because there is a broader f-- and I think Gays make much
spectrum of characters and the act- too mu<;h of a point about it.�·
or has more tllp.e to develop his
Although he did support th G
acter. _ �n a Gay film th�r:._ � .� ...f.l}g � ��.r:c�).rU·��w Y ork, Jac
you c ome
more points could have been made
, -' ,
·

with the straight· community by
canceling all marches as a respon
sible act to prevent the spread of
AIDS because the "marches brought
people from all over the country to
gether, and boys will be boys and
play around and the next thing you
know AIDS will appear somewhere
where it hadn't been before. "
Jack's theory on AIDS is, "I
think that the only reason AIDS is
associated with homosexuals at all
is because homosexuals break them
selves down by partying too much
and they really should get their S ...
together.
Stop fooling around guys !
Bottom Line : Are you Gay or
.
straight?
Jack _ prote sted about needing to
keep some part of his life private.
"( F ans) have seen me do much more
that I've ever done in my personal
life . . .! would never say I was hi
sexual because I think that is the
biggest cop out in the whoie world ..
I would say it depends on who I'm
with at the time." ( F or the last six
yea.ES he has been living with Mar
garet Whiting, daughter of Richard
Whiting who "next to Gershwin is
the greatest songwriter in the world).
"Let's just say I fool around."
Jack went on to talk about being
on the road and his shyness and the
fear of disappointing audiences. He
told us many people are "getting
burned" on the road these days but
his experiences have been very good.
His currel!_t tour is in preparation for
his touring next year with his new
book scheduled to be released in
spring of '84, WHAT'S A NICE BOY
YOU". an autobiography
LIKE
which he is · very excited about.
So having established what Jack
Wrangler is and still not sure who
Jack Stillman is, we prepared to
watch the performance.
It started very well with a slide
presentation and very funny tongue
in cheek voice'"<>ver outlining Jack
Wrangler's history and then the man
himself same on stage. He jumped
off stage to work the audience

we·ve 1111Jve7J
J.OSJ us?·

H O U S E O F TR O P I CALS

·

���

� r:ft

which was lost on most of us view
ing from the back of the crowd.
Back on stage, there was a brief
embarassing monient when George
Wilson had to drag an over-zealous
patron off the-obviously-embarassed
but willing to go along to a point
Jack Wrangler.
With the aid of another patron,
Wrangler proceeded to show how
easy it was to do the opening scene
in any Gay porno movie. The pa
tron was drunk enough or stoned
enough or just crazy enough to add
some personal humor to the piece
without a problem. The scenario
ended when Jack Wrangler jumped
into the patron's arms and they both
fell to the floor.
Then came the moment of truth.
The strip. (Yes, he took it ALL off).
However old that body may l?e, it is
still in excellent shape. At that point
Jack should have bowed politely and
gone off stage but instead he went
down into the audience again &nd
one patron described the remainder
of the performance "degrading."
All in all, Wrangler's performance
has some good elements, such as the
slide presentation but it definitely
needs work. But I'm confident that
the man who could inwnt the slick
.
'
highly marketable Jack Wrangler
character and through careful step
by-step planning an execution
make that character as successful as
he is today, with a little planning
and work, can make an act as slick
and marketable as Jack Wrangler is
himself. ·

[fo r m e r ly a t P o p l a r a t T u cker)
n ow at
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The B arring
of Mid-Town

Gaz i ng Back
by Scott Correll
This,

and take down their license plate

the centralization of the

straight and the upstairs being a

Sharon Wray opened the "Psych
Out II on Marshall and after a per
iod of t
e s�ld Sharor: '� ". which
day was to "discourage Gays from "Club Paradise, " "My Place," "Gu became Jackies. Also JOmmg the
gathering in a public place." Today slinger " ( Upstairs from the "Pendu'
Marshall St. complex was "George's
,
,
police view it quite differently.
l
") "Sh aron s and Terr y s TownBarracks ,
They prefer Gays to be together house" and "The
dy Shop an
Toda we have "The Barracks,"
.
in a bar having fun than out on the H ard Tune
s Saloo n at 523 Mad 1"The Fami ly Affair Club ,, "The
streets.
son.
French Connection, " "George's"
The "Entre' Nuit" opened in '68
"Club 10 North Cleveland" was a
"J-Wag's , "The Other Side " "The
at 23 2 S. Bellevue; a beauty shop very successful disco but when bus�
Pendulu , " "P.W. Bumps, ' "The
separated it from " Frank's Show iness fe ll off, its owners were
Psych-Out II, " and "Jackie 's. "
_
_
_
bar." There was a walkway at the quoted m
m local papers saymg
In add't'
1 wn to severa1 " out o f the
.
.
back that connected the two. After quoted m
lo �al papers saymg that
closet" Gay businesses, Memphis
a particular shooting incident out they were gomg to try to appeal to
has other Gay gathering places be
side these two bars, the police were straigh patrons. When this ailed,
sides the bars. The quarter movies
given the license number of the car they tned to attract Gays agam but
have been popular in the last few
which carried the harassers of the the effort was futile and the bar
years.
patrons. To this day, the police
closed to reopen as "The Other
have done nothing about it.
Court Square was the cruising
closed . to reopen under different
Many bars followed. The "Entre' management as "The Other Side. "
park before the Mid-America Mall

mixture of Gay and straight. No
dancing of same-sex partners was

and was sold to become "The Tango

on Young; "Johnny 's" on Avalon,
"Ma Turner's" at 238 N. Cleveland

Memphis Gay community's gather numbers. This was during the Loeb
administration, and the order of the
ing places and commercial es
tablishments in the Midtown area,

urn

is the first part in a series dealing
with

the Gay "ghettoization" of

Midtown. Facts were gathered for
this series by interviewing Gay men
and women who have been "out"
Because of the differences in recol
lections of past events, there may
be variations of the facts. Names
of those interviewed have been

�

withheld by request.
"Ben's" was the first Gay bar in
the M emphis area. Located in West
Memphis in the late 50's and early
60's, "Ben's" was actually a mixed
bar; the downstairs being totally ·

Nuit" moved to 232 S. Cleveland

allowed.
"The Purple Eve" was the first
bar

in

bar

�

�

"The Psych-Out" opened

where the original "Entre' Nuit"

was built.

From the mid-' 50's to

the early '70's cruising took place

m�mber of TSaf1:1S. It also sports a a cruisy area for the noon crowd
made leather shop, Men of Leather. from downtown), and Overton Park.

Showbar"

honor of being the oldest Gay bar
"The Aristocrat."
about 7 miles north of in Memphis with the same name
Millington, -"The Aristocrat" was until it closed in "83. After several
owned by a Lesbian couple. Be moriths, it reopened ·a5 "Lorretta
a

;

,','

leather-levi bar. It became the home from noon until very early morning.
of Tsarus and its owner, Sharon Other cruising areas were· McKellar
Wray, became the only non-male Park, Riverside Park (which is still

Front Page," "David's" and "Phase

became was and later moved to a location
the Gay gathering place. During the at 76 N. Cleveland.
"The Psych-Out was officially
mid-60's, many of the Gay men and
Lesbians went to Tipton county to named "The Fruit Jar" and had the
" Frank's

�

"Sharon 's, " at 1474 Madison be
came officially known as Memphis'

Palace" which later became "The
III.

Memphis; "The Blue

Note" opened soon afterwards and
then

�

�

in Memphis for at least 15 years.

gay

��

�

called

Located

tween '66 and '69, it was nothing to
have 5 or 6 cars loaded with at least
6 Gay people in each car forming a
caravan each Friday and Saturday
night on their way to "The Aristo
crat". The reason for the 20-mile
journey?
harassment. _

Protection,
"The

no

police

Aristocrat"

mysteriously burned in '6 7, and in
late

'67 or early '68, the former

only a couple of months.

There was "Ivanhoe" located in
a downtown alley, "The Oasis" in '
the

old

Hotel

Mixed bars were "The Coachouse"
in the Claridge

Hotel

Fallstaff Room"

_

and · "The

in the Peabody .

Other bars which have gone by the

was about a mile closer to Milling
ton. "The Raven" became very
popular throughout the Mid-South.
It was a private club and was there
fore able to offer same-sex dancing,

wayside are "The Body Shop," the
upstairs at the corner of Cleveland
and Madison (which burned) ; "Box
Office," the downstairs at the same
location ;

"The

mixed drinks, and a game room.

Sharecropper"
Closet"

Missouri,

Kentucky, Mississippi,
Louisiana,
and Alabama (and Tennessee) came
regularly to "The Raven. "

Peacock

Lounge,"

"The Eye Ball, " on Willet; "The

Gays

Arkansas,

Tennessee; " The

French Quarter" on Union Avenue.

owners opened "The Raven," which

from

LOCAL AND NATIONAL NEWS

and Juicy's", but the new bar lasted

on

on Willet;

Jackson

at

N.

" The
Main

which became the "Raincheck li
which became the "Raincheck II"
which
became "Club Peaches;"

During the days of "The Raven" "Raincheck I" had opened whe�
"Sharecropper" was; - "The
and the
"Blue Note" burned
the
Hourglass" at Jackson and N. Wat
Frank's Showbar" became the Gay
kins; "Kelsy's at 1474 Madison;
bar. Located at the corner of Soutii
"Sam's" at Marshall and Monroe;
Bellevue and Eastmoreland� the
"Twilight Lounge" at 1786 Madi
"Showbar" sold beer only and no
son which became "The .Do-or"
dancing - was allowed; it seated _
which , becaine "The Famous Door"
about 7·5 -people. Those patzonizing
which- became "George's." Geor
the· "Showbar" did not .go witheut
ges becaime "George's _Krisco Disco
·poliee harrasesm nt. ·p.arJtinl for �e and Leather· Bar," "Robert's Half
bar waa Exxon's parking lot. When shell" at Poplar and MeJtde.m.n;
pqlice did go into the bar, it was for "F.W.O.-For Women Only" in East
checking IDs; the drinking age at
gate shopping center; a bar on N;
that time W8i 21. -The ublue ·boys,'' Front (name long - forgotten)� ''The
the vice squad,- would stand in the
In Crowd" at Bellevue and Lamar
parking lot, watch the people come which later · became "The Score;"
o.l\t o( .the ·bar _!Uld go to tii�il',cars, ''The Butterfly Cabaret;" ''Buddy's"
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always the one that comes to you to

O pen N oon u ntil 7a m

Loo k W hat's H a p pe n i ng at J -Wag's

'TH U R S DAY
.B E E R B U ST 8 t i l m i d n i g ht
F ri day

-

criticism,

When you see him at the bar, is he

say helle? If so, on occasions you

should make the first move-go to

him and initiate the conversation.

Ask him to dance. If he smokes and
goes for a cigarette, have a lighter

( suggest carrying it in the shirt poc

$1 .00

9 p m S h u ff l e boa r d Tou r n a m ent

EVE RYDAY WE HAVE H A P P Y
H O U R N O O N TI L 8 P M
_ ,. :
A l l C a n B ee r 8 5 C
D ra u g ht 5 0 C

�:.

Spend a fu n fil led, cruisey afternoon with us
J -WAG ' S Featu res
C ru i s e B a r- Food- G a m e Room- D i sco
Patio- After H ou rs

ket for easy access) ready to light

younger

to Memphis from New

CalendarS
·•

Just Arrived Dand Statues & Busts
T-Shirts

M11U Order A1111u.ble On Boolts
{IArge•t SeleeliofJ m Mifi-Sou,)
_

F.REE

10

Dfly--LfiY·fi·WfiY -

well - my question is

Can you help? How can I find them?
Signed -- Money to

After

the

small

talk

is

Burn

Dear Money : Perhaps the best

over,

initiate conversation that will cause

place in Memphis to find a hustler

him to stay and answer. ';Have you

is Overton Park. A word of caution

seen such-and-such movie?" "Did

though. Vice is known to frequent

you

the park in unmarked, out-of-town

go

week?"

to

the

music

fest

this

cars,

etc.

Get his phone number. Call him

and

mounted
park.

there are

now

policemen
Always

several

that

patrol

sure

to

on a Tuesday or Wednesday and ask

the

him for a date that weekend. Con

your prospec t if he is a policeman,

be

ask

law enforcement officer, or in any

Plan on dinner, an early movie, and
then the bar for dancing. If the date

way connected with a law-enforce

is a pleasant experience for both of

answer truthfully that he is.

parties. The best way to keep him is
to

talk.

Talk

about

insignificant

things, compliment him, encourage

him, support him, offer constructive

ment agency. If he is, he MUST
There are a couple of bars in

town that hustlers frequent, but
for fear the Vice may see this letter
or get wind of it, I don't feel I
should print their names which

could possibly invite needless ha,.
rassing to the owners. If the bar

hustler is more to your liking, just
keep your ears tuned. You will soon
find which bars to patronize.

The D isease is Violence

continued from page 2

Answering violence with more
may feel good, but only to those to
winning
lose.

We

Love doesn't feel superior. Love
doesn't feel insecure. Love doesn't

means someone
can't

afford

militarism

which

requires

feel Gay or straight or Russian o:r
that · Korean.
We can't
Love simply is.

afford

or patriarchy

sides

and

losing.

And it is the answer. Or if not
the answer, at least the promise.
.

.

(P.S. Won't Mr Falwell be sur-

There aren't any more sides. Every

Cards
Gift Wrap
Books

In

may give him a chance to go say
"hello" to someone else.

_attitude anymore.

Posters

York.

NYC I could find a different hust

hang out? Which bar? Other places?

whom

Brass

means

to go with you; if you don 't, this

must

·Ceram ics

this

nother beer. " Be sure to invite him

the most rewarding. "It takes two . "

WE HA J'B IT! .

Often

where do Memphis' young call boys

I t takes a con<:erted effort on both

Looking For That Special Something
to Give That Special Person?

men.

finding a rhtistler. I recently moved

it, and say "Come on, let's get a

lover - that's the easy part. Keep

Open Noon Until 9 pm Mon thru Sat

DEAR DUCHESS: I am an older

man who enjoys .the company of

ler for every day of the week - in

ing a lover is the most difficult and

1 2 66

CATE ! ! ! !

Memphis,

Now, that:s how you can find a

& G I FTS
Madison Ave. (next to J-Wag•s)

self -- talk it out - COMMUNI

empty, take his glass, don't ask for

you, plan another.

Cfi�DS

most importantly

his cigarette. If his beer is nearly

trary to popular belief, gays do date.

EttCORE

and

don't bottle things up inside your

time a bar owner refuses entrance

prised

to someone for an arbitrary reason,

Gates by Mr. Ghandi? Won't I be

sfhe

surprised

supports

the system that

when

met

when

Won't

at

the

Pearly

met by Mr.

allows Russia to fire on an unarmed

well?

we

all

plane. Everytime I feel superior by

met by Mr. Andropov?

Fal

be surprised

virtue of anything, I do the same.

Their Support Helps Us Survive!-
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Advertisers
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Infotlnatlon ,a:nd · Services
-

.

�

Rape Crisis:

Organizations

Civil

(ACLU):

Liberties Union

general movement;. 81

Madison Bldg., Suite 1501, Mem
phis, 38103, 521-9875
Black and White Men

Together:

support/movement; 276-4160 or
274-0532.
Gay Advocacy Project: movement,

&

ACLU

MGC;

521-9875

or

726-4299.
Gay Catholics: Recommended Sun
day Mass: 1 1 : 00 AM- St. Peter's
Village.

Suicide and Crisis Intervention: 27 4-

ly and monthly rates. 628-630
Madison Ave. Reservations (901)

7477.

"Gay Alternative": radio, weekly,
Sundays 3 p.m. WEVL-FM 90.3,

monthly

program

television

0038.

Metropolitan Community Church:
religious, general Christian; 2224
Central Ave., 278-1091
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: social/
movement, women; P .0. Box
41822,

Memphis, 38104.

Mystic Krewe of Apollo: social, pri

Views {rom

American

1 0%, cable channel 7; Box 3038
Memphis, TN 38173-0038.

(NOW):

movement, feminists ;

40982,

Memphis,

38104

40261, Nashville 37204.

Square West, Nashville 37203.
Lifestyle Health Services: confidential clinic soecializin2 in STDs:
1727 Church St., Nashville 37203
(615) 329-1478.

The Other Side : bar, disco, 12 N.
Cleveland, late hours, 7 26-9245.

bar, serves food, limi

1 5th Ave., N., Nashville, (615)
320-0288.
Nashville Committee : social/move
ment, Box 23321 , Nashville, TN
37202
Coalition for Human

. Rights(TGCHR): movement, Box
24181, Nashville, TN 37202.
Womankind Books : 2006 20th Ave.
S., Nash\ilie 37212. Open Sat.
Noon-6 p.m. (615) 297-3450.
Womankind Health Service: confi

ted menu; 238 N. Cleveland St.,

dential clinic, feminist. 1727
Church Street, Nashville 37203

Marshall

(615) 329-1478:
Women's Resource Center: general
services for women; 1608 Wood

571

mont

YWCA,

Nashville, (615)

385-3952.

Club South : baths, TV room, sauna
spa lockers, rooms. 628 Madison.
(901) 525-2852. CBC affiliated.

Switchboard
referrals,
-

:

information,

counseling

GAYY.

726-

Encore

Cards

and

Gifts:

Cards

4

gifts, posters, ceramics, etc. 1266
Madison

Ave. · (901 )

Clasis fleds

722-8963

IN TOWN from South
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED: 20¢ per NEW BOYS
Francisco ) interested
(San
Market
word. $3 mininium. Phone numbers of
open minded couother
meeting
in
for
Deadline
.
free
and zip codes are
ads is 5 days prior to publication ples with interests in Levi/���er,
date last Friday monthly. $2 addi theatre, film, outdoor actiVIties,
tional charge for the use of our PO home
entertaining, etc. We are
Box. Send to GAZE, Box 3038, white and both 29. Any couples 25
Memphis, TN 38173-0038.
to 45 interested in making non-bar
friends write Jim and Patrick at POB
Memphis TN 38186-0672.
ROOMMATE - Mature male to 16672,
gets ours.
number
Your
m
share nicely furnished 3 bedroo
bath,
llh
area.
home in Whitehaven
cen/air & heat. $135.00 �o., plus Husbands/Fathers! Let's communi1/3 utilities & phone. Call (901) cate. Write Ad 001, c/o Gaze, Box
3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038.
332-8499 after 6 P.M.
···�
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Nashville (615) 254-991 1
bar,

disco,

drag shows;

1 7 1 1 Hayes St. (615) 3 20-7082.

Crazy

Cowboy: bar; 23 11 Franklin

Road (615) 383-9493
Mother's Construction Co. :

2535

Franklin Rd. (615) 297-4571.

Slippo's:

2106-A Eighth Ave. S.,

Nashville (615) 269-91 50

2832, _Little _Rock, AR 72203
movement, P.O. Box 31 15, Little
Rock, AR 72203
Arkansas Women's Netowrk: move

ment, feminist; Box 17 87, Little
Rock, 72203

Gay Alcoholics Anonymous: (Gay

AA):

meets every Tues. & Sun.,

8 p.m., 7509 Cantrel, Suite 102,

Tanglewood Shopping Center
Gay Counseling Service: 409 Walnut
663-6455
Grassroots Women's House: 1 524 S.
Summit, Little Rock, AR(501 )
378-7851
Metropolitan Community Church:
religious, general Christian; Box
1964, Little Rock 72203. ( 501)
664-3749.
Media

Arkansas Gay Writes: AGR, Inc.,

newsletter; Box 3115, Little Rock
72203

Ours: newspaper, 5 times/yr., femi
nist; Box 2352, Little Rock
AR

72203

National Organization for Women
(NOW): movement, feminist; Box

662, Little Rock 72203

Parents & Friends of Gays: move

1-800-482-8886
Restaurants & Bars

Chaps: 1701 S. University, 663-88621
Silver Dollar: 2710 Asher Ave., 6639886

Discovery II: 1021 Jessie Rd., 664. 4784
Variations:
9919.

Refined,
discreet, matured gay
woman seeking secure, intelligent,
sober gay woman for friendship.
Must disco. Write B.J.B. c/o Gaze,
Box 3038,
Memphis, TN 381730038.
�------

CONTACT
NATIONAL
GAY
CLUB- Men/Women. LOW RATES,
SEND SASE TO: NGCC, PO Box
28781, San Jose, CA 95159.
�·

• -':".
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Arkansas Gay Rights, Inc. (AGR):

ville, AR 72501
Crisis Center: 664-8834 (tol1-fre�,

Restaurants & Bars

Cabaret:

�
1-

Civil . Liberties- Union

ment/support; Box 1839, Bates

Aaron's: quiet bar, 1 54 6th Ave., N.

Hotllnes

,.....

religious, general Christian; 131

Tennessee

l

LITTLE ROCK

Little Rock, AR 72205, ( 501)

Metropolitan Community Church:

9011
Jac kie 's: bar, 14 74 Madison Ave.
278-9021

452-6983.
726-9953.
Phoenix : Gay Alcoholics An ony- ·
Psych-Out II: bar;
mous; meets Wednesdays, 8 p.m.
ave., 523-1940
Clark Tower, 5050 Poplar, Room
Miscellaneous
3102; 365-7153.
Tsarus: social, levi-leather/motorcy
cle, private membership, Box 41
082, Memphis, 381 1 1

Liberties · Union

Justice for Parents Defense Fund:
legal child custody ; 43 Music

late hours, 1268 Madison, 726-

P.W. Bumps:

Civil

120160, Nashville 37212.
Conductors: Levi-leather Club; Box

menu, small disco, games, patio

(jazz); 1713 Church St. 329-3480

lt

(ACLU) : general movement; Box

(ACLU) : general movement: Box

J-Wag's: bar, serves food, moderate

(615) 385-9689.

American

Organizations

vat..e membership, men only ; no The Pendulum : bar, large disco,
address listing.
serves food, limited menu; 92
National Organization for Women
N. Avalon, 725-1530.

crisis,

l

Organizations

NASHVILLE

,

days of month in Meeting Room
Wed. and Sunday nights only;
B of Library at Peabody & M e873 Vance Ave., 527-0672.
Lean; Box 3038, Memphis,' TN The French Connection: restaurant,
38173-0038.
bar, dining menu; 598 Marshall,
Memphis Gay Speakers Bureau :
526-1038.
Movement, general education
George's: bar large disco, dragBox 3038, Memphis, TN 38103shows; 600 Marshall, 526-1038.

Square)- ·

Madison Ave. 726-5857.

GAZE : newspaper, monthly; Box
3038, Memphis 38173-0038.
(901) 454-1411�
Lambda Televideo :

(Overton

large selection of Gay/Lesbian
novels
and non-fiction; 2113

Box 41773, Memphis 38104.

Warehouse 28 : bar, disco, shows and
special events; 2529 Franklin Rd.
World 's End: restaurant, live music,

525-0725.
Book Cottage

Media

·

Gay

I
I

.

Georgetown Inn : hotel; daily, week-

528-2161

Memphis Center for Reproductive
Restaurants & Bars
Health: non-sexist, non-hetero.
SE'.xist; 1462 Poplar Ave. Me�- The Barracks: bar, large disco. patio,
phis 38104, 274-3550.
Late hours; 616 Marshall Ave.,
Memphis Gay Coalition: movement,
527-6348.
public, Meets 1st and 3rd Mon- Family Mfair Club : bar, Gay crowd

Box

.

'
I

M EMPHIS

American

.

,

-1

.

•"•<�.•

1131h E.

Main,

371-

24 hours.

JOIN: The Memphis Gay Coalition.
We are working for YOUR rights.
Business and social meetings at the
Library at Peabody and McLean,
first and third Mondays at 7 : 30 pm.
Meeting Room B.
HEAR: The Gay Alternative-Sun
days at 3 on WEVL ( FM 90.3).
·

WATCH: Views from 10% on cable
channel 7. See display ad for days,
times and topics.
Octo�r, 1983-Gaz e-19
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